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A WORD FROM THE CHAIRMAN

If you have anything for the Trasher, please
email to kcc.trasher.com.
Is it really 201 3? I'm not sure where 201 2 went,
for various personal reasons I seem to of
KCC ONLINE
missed the last couple of months of paddling
Don't forget the numerous online reources to and I haven't really been involved with what's
keep in touch with KCC:
been going on around the club as much as I'd
Website - www.kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk
like.
Calendar www.google.com/calendar/embed?src=kcc.secr This doesn't appeared to have stopped you lot
etary@gmail.com
carrying on as normal though. I should
Twitter - KingfisherCC
particularly thank Louise (and her merry band
Facebook of volunteers) for running this winter's pool
www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=23511 38693
sessions and Ludo for arranging a smashing
Christmas meal.

POOL SESSION DATES

Last pool sessions of the year are on:
31 /01 /1 3
21 /02/1 3
8pm at Our Lady’s Convent in Abingdon.

AGM REPORT

The 201 2 AGM took place on 05/11 /1 2
New Committee:
Chairman..................... Simon Knox
Treasurer..................... Nick Smailes
Secretary..................... Ludo Letourneur
Membership Sec......... Fattaur Rahman
Editor........................... Rick Fielder
Equipment Officer........ Chris bloomer
Coaching Coordinator.. Louise Royle
Ordinary Members....... Paul Moore, Angela
Parkin, Guy Davies, Duncan Sneddon

Trophies :

Best beginner................... Nick Smith
Most improved................. Duncan Sneddon
Trash of the year.............. Guy Davies
Outstanding achievment.. Fred Wondre

COVER PICTURES
Top: KCC in Austria
Bottom: Duncan Sneddon in Abingdon weir.
(Photos by Rick Fielder)

Also over the Christmas period Abingdon Hydro
withdrew their application to build a generating
plant at the weir. This is likely a temporary
delay. Once they've updated their plans
sufficiently to answer the additional questions
that the planners and Environment Agency
raised then we expect them to resubmit. Expect
to be asked to comment on this revised
application once it appears. In the meantime
thanks to Dave and everyone else who has
been involved in formulating the clubs
response to the application.
The 201 3 diary is already starting to fill up with
Kate's Teifi trip and the clubs first aid course
coming up in February. Owen is arranging a
Whitewater Safety and Rescue course in
March. Later in the year Louise is planning a
introductory whiter water trip to Slovenia and
there are rumblings about an Italian trip from
Ludo an Vicky.
Now I just need to try and get back in my boat
and get out a bit more than I have done
recently, though I suspect that the imminent
arrival of my first born might limit this. Hopefully
you'll all keep Rick well supplied with Trasher
articles and allow me to paddle vicariously.

BCU AWARDS

Member of KCC and PYCC have recieved
awards from the BCU Southern Region as part
of the volunteer recognition programme.
Jen Clough - Community Volunteer Award
Chyavan Rees - Young Volunteer of the Year
Award
Dave Surman - Access and Environment Award
Dave Surman was also a runner up for the
Canoe England waterways and environment
award.

SLOVENIA

Dates: leaving Friday night or Saturday
morning 31 st May/1 st June and returning w/e
8/9 June. I have booked 2 comfortable chalets
in Slovenia ( www.extremeslovenia.com) for 5
nights from Sunday 2nd June for 1 8 people.
More accommodation is available if numbers
increase.

This will be an intermediate level trip with grade
2/3 paddling. The aim is for some chilled
paddling on the emerald green river in this
beautiful part of Europe. This would be suitable
WHITE WATER SAFETY AND RESCUE
A WWSR course is being organised for the for anyone who is happy on e.g. the Dart loop,
1 6/1 7th March. This is aimed at paddlers Please contact Louise Royle for more
paddling at a grade 3 level. Cost will be information.
between £11 0-£1 35 depending on the number
of people signed up. KCC can provide some ITALY IN THE SPRING
support for members. Contact Owen Jones vis Ludo is hopefully organising a trip to the Italian
alps around the end of May. Mostly grade 4
the club Facebook group if interrested.
and up, so not for the faint hearted. The last
week of May includes the Gene1 7 paddling
3 STAR ASSESSMENT
1 6/1 7 Feb in south Wales with Paul Moore (one festival and so is the most likely time, but dates
day assessment in conjunction with Kate’s Teifi are not confirmed yet. Get in touch with Ludo if
trip). Please contact Paul &/or Louise if you are you want to join us.
interested.

COACHING MEETING

There will be a coaching meeting on Tuesday
1 2th Feb, 8pm at 5 Drayton Rd, Sutton
Courtenay. This meeting is open to anyone in
the KCC who is involved with coaching (or
wishes to be). We will be discussing this year’s
KCC coaching programme including dates of
courses and who will be running them. We are
currently planning to run beginners courses (1
star), 2 star and 3 star coaching and
assessment courses, plus foundation safety
and rescue training (FSRT) within KCC. There
are a number of folk interested in Level 1 , 2
and 3 coaching qualifications and we will
discussing mentoring within KCC and what
courses are available locally. Please let Louise
know if you are likely to come along and or if
there is anything you would like to add to the
agenda, or courses you would like to see
provided.

TASTER SESSIONS

With the summer fast approaching (sort of), it's
nearly time to get back on the river. Starting in
April, the last Wednesday of every month will
offer taster sessions for people who are new to
paddling. Boats and safety kit can be provided,
and sessions will be staffed by at least a BCU
level 2 coach. Contact Ludo at
kcc.secretary@gmail.com for more details.

BEGINNERS COURSE

Beginners courses will run as usual in 201 3,
with BCU level 2 and 4 coaches aimed at
paddlers working towards their 2* award. Full
details are not yet confirmed. Contact Louise
Royle tel. 01 235 847528 or email
louise.royle@googlemail.com, or check the
KCC
website
at
http://kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk/courses/

MONTHLY MEETINGS

Monthly meetings are on the first Wednesday
of every month at the Cherry Tree in Steventon.
The next meeting will be on the 6th Feburary.

FOR SALE
Jackon Villain creek boat in excellent condition, Wavesport Diesel 60 full white water spec, lime
sold on behalf of Tom Wolsteholme for £450.
green, 2 years old in good condition. £380 ono.
Contact Dave Surman Contact louise.royle@googlemail.com
davidsurman@hotmail.com, 07990 800895,
01 865 37311 5.

S E A B OATS I N TH E
S E YC H E LLE S B Y TH E S E A
S H O RE
Last year Fred and I embarked on a trip that
was always going to be rather special and
different from previous paddling experiences –
sea kayaking from a ‘modern schooner’ in the
Seychelles. We clearly weren’t going to be
roughing it or in the world of ‘cheap and
cheerful’.
Landing in the main island Mahé is an
encouraging experience - there is breaking surf
a short distance from the runway. Our first
issue was to misunderstand the exchange rate,
withdrawing only 1 00 Seychelles Rupees at the
airport. Fortunately they also take Euros in the
Seychelles and our taxi driver received his €25
(500 Rupees). Our hotel room proved to have
mercifully good air conditioning and in the
evening we met our fellow paddlers – four from
Sweden, one from Norway, one from Israel and
one American living in Oxford! Also present
was the kayak leader Jonathan (pron. ‘Yonna
Tan) who on the trip proved to have a good
leadership style, taking advantage of the warm
conditions to push his group into doing things
they might well have avoided if they had been
wary of a cold swim.
Day One - The following morning we piled into
a minibus taxi (paid for in at least three
currencies), travelled to the harbour in Port
Victoria (yet another placed named after the
monarch who never visited) and took a tender
to what seemed like the least distinguished
looking craft at the dock – ‘Sea Bird’ – a vessel
which actually proved to be excellent. I had
previous experience of sea kayaking from a
‘mother ship’ - the venue then had been St
Kilda and the vessel in question (similar in
scale to a small converted trawler) had been
adequate for its purpose, but fairly cramped.
‘Sea Bird’ was described as a ‘modern

Neil Murton
schooner’ – motorised but with the option to
add sail power - and rather fine it was too.
There was plenty of space (including a bar) and
around 25 people on board including the
friendly crew and non-paddling passengers.
Various reference books were scattered around
so you could read up on the local birds, marine
life etc. After a brief introductory talk from the
terminally laid back captain, we sailed from
Port Victoria to the island of Pralin, anchoring
next to the adjacent Round Island (and it is).
And so to our first paddle, which aside from
enabling us to get used to the boats/equipment
and the local environment, provided Jonathan
the opportunity to assess our proficiency
(including an obligatory roll). It was also our
first chance to view at close quarters the
distinctive granite rock formations around these
islands (they look as if a giant has just run his
fingers down them).
The kayaking equipment provided included an
excellent fleet of new/nearly new Nigel Dennis
kayaks (Romany, Explorer and one
Greenlander) that were stored together on the
front deck. I found myself with a yellow and
blue high volume Romany Kayak which proved
excellent, though the colour scheme was
coveted by at least one of our Swedish
companions for patriotic reasons. As regards
the proficiency of the group, we all seemed to
be of a comparable standard. However, from
the outset, there was one skill that set the
super-fit Scandinavian paddlers apart. This was
the art of successfully entering your boat from
the water unaided and without taking on water
(it entails straddling the back deck and crawling
up and into the cockpit). I didn’t successfully
achieve this until the final day (and that was on
flat calm water). A paddling experience

confined mostly to Swedish lakes clearly locate and retrieve (successfully) a pair of sun
doesn’t hold you back.
glasses that someone had dropped in the water
on the previous evening (how often do paddlers
get THAT level of service)? This first proper day
of paddling was along the coast of Pralin initially a bit of a slog, but with the skies
festooned with frigate birds and terns there was
much to take in and enjoy. This and later trips
were punctuated by visits to sandy beaches
often surrounded by interestingly shaped rocks
for meals or going snorkelling and general
exploration. The day was not without pain.
Near the end of our paddle, one member of the
group sustained a cut to his head during
unsuccessful rock-hopping activities. Later,
back on the boat, Fred sportingly provided the
evening’s entertainment by walking into a glass
door.

Launching was from a platform at the stern of
Sea Bird. On the first occasion, I was slightly
taken aback to be asked ‘do you want to get in
from the sea?’ This would be an odd choice in
the UK, but in the Seychelles, the sea
temperature does not make this unreasonable.
Also, on many days, the sea was simply too
agitated to allow a safe embarkation from the
platform (you might end up getting hit or
trapped under it). On those occasions, the
boats were strung out on two lines behind Sea
Bird and we jumped into the sea to either get
helped in or enter unaided (ref. the
aforementioned skill).
On returning to the ‘mother ship’ after a
successful first session I was pleasantly
surprised (on the basis that fire and boats
never seem a good combination) to find a
barbeque underway for our evening meal.
Day Two - Impressive organisation next
morning got us on the water by 9.30 am,
although there was a minor delay as the tiny
resident dive instructor Liz was called upon to

Day Three - Breakfast the next day was an
interesting experience as the boat was on the
move (including all sails up) and rolling rather
significantly (some folk had yet to find their sea
legs). On arriving at the beautiful island of La
Digue, the pitching of the boat meant we
couldn’t safely launch directly from the platform
at the stern of the boat, so a ‘wet entry’ was
called for. We paddled down wind through
some surf into calmer waters and a beach
littered with various interesting rocks that
looked like a sculptor’s back yard of rejects.
This stop was notable for the first successful
opening of a coconut and a drink of the fluid
inside. Getting off the beach proved less easy
than getting to it – the coral was not doing the
boats or us any favours. I decided to wade out
and try to re-launch. Fred did likewise but in
the process got rather too intimate with a sea

urchin. We negotiated the rocky South end of
the island – incurring one swimmer in the
process - and arrived at a superb surfing beach
– Anse Cocos. After the party had enjoyed the
novel experience of surfing in warm clear water
on to a clean sandy beach in blazing sunshine,
there followed a rather challenging paddle to
finish the circumnavigation of La Digue, but on
this occasion nobody swam.
The sea conditions had deteriorated
significantly and with the craft serious pitching,
we ventured back to Pralin in search of a
sheltered anchorage. It’s tempting from the
tourist photos to imagine the Seychelles as
having a fairly tranquil climate, but the reality is
that there is nothing but ocean for thousands of
miles, so the islands are very exposed and the
seas often rough.
Day Four – Today was a visit to the ‘Sister’
islands. Following another ‘wet entry’, we
paddled around Grande Soeur (the big sister)
taking in kayak ‘snorkelling’ en route. As many
will know, there’s not actually a snorkel involved
– you put on a mask, capsize the kayak and roll
up when your tired of watching the fish and/or
are desperately in need of air. The sea was
very choppy on the far side of the island and a
gap between the big sister and (you guessed it)
Petite Soeur, the little sister, was characterised
by large surf waves. We paddled clockwise
around the little sister, took in a rather
uninspiring beach stop notable only for an
excess of crabs and went back to the mother
ship, leaving the kayaks tied off the back in a

strong current ( you had to swim to get back on
board, pulling yourself back on ropes and
decklines. In the process, Jonathan nearly lost
his boat to the current.
Following yet another failed attempt at the
previously-described embarkation skill, we
paddled to Coco Island, which is tiny and not
that easy to land on. Once ashore, the boats
had to be moved to higher ground to stop ithem
being carried away in the surf. There followed
an excellent snorkelling session with an
abundance of sea life including parrot fish,
butterfly fish, groupers, angle fish, clown fish
and a comically aimless shoal of cuttlefish – all
moving as one but indifferent to the
pointlessness of revisiting the same rock half a
dozen times.
Day Five - The next island was Curieuse. This
former leper colony is now a haven for Giant
Tortoises and characterised by mangroves,
with rays and sharks in the surrounding waters.
The script was to paddle around the island, join
the others for a barbeque, do some rolling and
other practice and see the tortoises. After a
pizza focused breakfast we were able to make
a ‘traditional’ launch (not everyone took
advantage of this) in the calm water before
paddling around the island clockwise taking in
a bit of rock-hopping along the way. As with
other islands the opposite side was rather
choppy and we headed though more disturbed
H2O, to eventually reach a white sandy beach
to explore the island try to find the tortoises.
This was not difficult. The tortoises are

everywhere – like rather exotic litter – some
more animated than others. We had a
communal barbeque with a sound backdrop
provide by two tortoises having an outrageously
noisy ‘David Attenborough’ moment. There
was also avian distraction in the form of
moorhens and the strikingly red Madagascan
fodys.

quest to photograph boobies, I embarked with
my fellow kayakers on to a deceptively calm
sea to circumnavigate Aride in an anticlockwise fashion. The Sea Bird had of course
anchored on the sheltered side of the island.
On the windward side the conditions were a
very different story – fun paddling, but a bit
chaotic. Preoccupied though we were, you
could not fail to notice that the sky was full of
We left swiftly after lunch and went for an gliding frigate birds which made for a rather fine
abortive paddle in a lagoon bordered by sight. Also, there were a couple of sharks
mangroves (too little water – we kept getting wandering around.
stuck!) before finding a nice sheltered beach
beside which we could practice various sea Amidst a crescendo of choppy-ness (ok, that
paddling techniques (still not achieving the probably isn’t a word) we rounded a headland
embarkation technique but at least the roll was back to calmer waters. Our guide then asked
working well).
‘had we seen the roosting frigate birds on the
cliffs?’ Actually no, so we headed back through
Day Six - held promise of great snorkelling and the chop to have a look. And there they were,
a choice. Aride is a private island requiring hundreds of frigates roosting on the cliffs and in
permission to land. It has only one house – the trees, many of the males displaying by
that of Mr Cadbury (yes, from THAT family). puffing out their bright red gular pouches to
The island environment is special in that history attract mates. As we paddled away from the
has left an environment where the birds have cliffs, someone requested we practice a deep
no predators and consequently they are very water rescue (didn’t he hear about the
tame and given to nesting in what would sharks?!).
Curiously, this exercise was
elsewhere be recklessly dangerous places. completed fairly swiftly. In the event, fins were
The Fairy Terns lay their eggs on twigs and the seen nearby, but this time they belonged to
young remain on the twigs rather that in a nest. dolphins – a good sign that the sharks had
Others nest on the ground. Local inhabitants legged it (!).
include accipiters, European rollers and Blue
cheeked bee eaters.
We returned to find that the Sea Bird was now
anchored in a strong current. The kayaks were
On this occasion, Fred chose to join the strung out in two lines behind the craft and
‘walking’ group and armed with two cameras he access back on board was via jumping out of
joined them on the tender to visit the island. As your kayak and pulling yourself along the
Fred and his companions departed on their decklines of each kayak until you reached the

ladder. This proved to be a fairly serious work- inspiring beach but with the opportunity for
out!
snorkelling (few fish but loads of sea slugs).
With the promise of snorkelling later at Booby
Island, I declined the afternoon’s paddling and
enjoyed the leisurely sail to the island (the
kayaks arriving not long afterwards). In the
event the sea was too rough for diving and
snorkelling, so we headed off back to sheltered
waters at Curieuse.
Day Seven – The boat left early to start a 4
hour crossing to St Anne’s Marine Park. We
had a paddle before lunch, trying various skills,
including the cross bow rudder, and I finally
managed to get into the boat unassisted
without having to perform a re-entry and roll. In
the afternoon we made a circumnavigation of
the larger island which proved to be quite
challenging with our guide being very keen for
us to play with the rocks. We briefly stopped at
a beautiful beach (nearly leaving Fred behind in
the process) before finding a rather less

And so the trip drew to a close. As anticipated,
it had been a very different and thoroughly
enjoyable kayaking experience. The following
morning the Sea Bird was very proficiently
manoeuvred the last few miles to Port Victoria.
Following fond farewells with the crew, we
headed off for a week of gentle on-shore
exploration of the islands including the
opportunity to enjoy the Victoria carnival.
There was also a return to the marine park and
some rather more rewarding snorkelling than
on the first visit. There was however, once final
paddling experience before we left the
Seychelles. You could hire sit-on kayaks and
with this came a revelation (which if I’d ever
given it any thought would not have come as
any surprise) – sit-on kayaks surf REALLY
WELL!

members have been taking the initiative to
organise themselves. Lenny, Henry and Tom
Tom have been hitting Hurley, Henry has been
attending KayakoJacko Burners sessions.
Henry, Tom Tom and Chyavan were all
paddling in Scotland during October, in three
different groups (Burners, Pangbourne and
KCC respectively).
The Blastathon had to be postponed twice due
to high water levels but was eventually held in
August where Tom Mathews just beat Lenny to
For those that don`t know, Pathfinders is the win the Under 1 8 trophy.
club for 11 -1 8 year olds. We meet on Monday
nights from April to September on the Thames In September we held a well attended
and run a series of whitewater trips, courses Presentation Evening in the Sailing Club with
and assorted other events during the year.
presentations of the year`s events and a vid of
the Alps trip made by Henry and Tom Mathews.
We had record attendances during the summer Chyavan
arranged
official
PYCC
season, although the unreliable river levels merchandising and we now have an official
meant that we had to be creative as to our PYCC hoody.
activities. We had some great levels on the Ock
Weir and some one way shuttles from Sutton Chyavan was awarded the Canoe England
Courtenay. We ran a total of seven Beginner`s Southern Region Young Volunteer of the Year
courses either in the evenings or in association Award which was presented to him at the
with the Vale`s Holiday Activities daytime Southern Region ACM at Wokingham in
programme. In addition we were asked to November. Henry and Tom Mathews were also
provide kayaking for three local school`s asked to show their vid of the French Alps trip
activity weeks.
which they had shown at the presentation
evening. It went down really well and they were
Club members took part in whitewater trips to invited to show it at another club in the region.
Symond`s Yat, the Nene Whitewater Centre
and the Tryweryn and Dee in North Wales,. All The year also saw us get good pictorial
of these provided valuable progression from the
local paddling.
In July we took a party of 6 PYCC members to
paddle the French Alps. We stayed near
Briancon and paddled the Durance, Guil,
Guisane and Ubaye. For some (Nick and Tom
M.) this was a first Alpine trip but for others (
Henry, Charlie, Tom Tom, Isaac) it was a follow
on from last year`s Slovenia trip.
In addition to organised club activities PYCC

coverage in CKUK. Thanks to Seth, PYCC
members have featured in a number of pix
illustrating articles ranging from technique to
alpine guides. Chyavan also featured in a
double page picture spread demoing the new
carbon Jed at Hurley whilst all the Hurley
regulars drooled over it!
Ockfest (Ock Wavehopper and Boatercross
Race) was held in September and ended with a
barbeque.. This is always a good participation
event and it really would be good to get KCC
more involved in this.
The PYCC/KCC stand was at the Dragon Boat
Day which was held the day after Ockfest ( it
had been postponed from the previous May).As
well as a good showcase for the clubs it is a
good PR community activity.
The Dartmoor Rivers Weekend had, for the first
time in 1 5 years of running these, to be
postponed due to manic water levels.The
rearranged date is now March 9/1 0th.
Jen is coordinating a series of southern region
events for Pathfinders over the winter period.
This has included a slalom event in Aldershot
and a fun pool event. The Wavehopper event in
this series that had been scheduled on the Ock
in November but, had to be postponed to next
April due to high water levels. Assistance with
this event would be appreciated.
Thanks to all who have helped out during the
year in any capacity. It was great to have Dave
M and Kate E along this year too. Lenny has
now completed his Level 1 Coach. PYCC
members have been great helping out on
beginner`s courses too.

If there are any of you who would like to help
out in any way on either an occasional or
regular basis, please have a word with me. Bits
of paper are nice but they are not essential.
More important is a positive and a can do
attitude.
As some of you will know the injury I sustained
in Scotland is proving worse than it appeared at
first. I am awaiting possibly two operations
which means that I am unable to be in a boat
for months. There is a question mark over
whether I will be in a boat for the start of the
main PYCC season in April.so a willingness to
help from others would be appreciated. As I am
unable to run the normal winter programme of
whitewater trips we also have a number of very
able whitewater kayakers who may appreciate
invitations to paddle with any winter whitewater
trips that others may organise. Speak to me if
you feel you can help out here.

Dave Surman

davidsurman@hotmail.com
01 865 37311 5
07990 800895

Never being one to resist a challenge I
took up Mark Rainsley’s offer of joining him
and Claire Cheong-Leen for a 21 mile night
crossing to Lundy Island with a couple of
days on the island to explore and chill out.
Heather and Ellen would take the Oldenburg
ferry and meet us there.

Take 1 Saturday evening :

I met up with Mark and Claire in Ilfracombe
late on Saturday afternoon and after a quick
glance at the sea towards Morte Point
decided it was a goer. The wind was calming
down, and from a distance all looked fine.
We set off for Lee Bay, our launch point
At Lee Bay it looked OK when we arrived but
there had been a lot of wind over the last
couple of days. The swell gradually became
more evident and as the tide came in it
started hammering into the sea wall at the
launch site. Note the angle of the slipway to
the sea wall and the direction of flow. Then
add a little drop at the side of the slipway.
You get it. It’s going to be fun.

Lundy
Crossing

Jen Clough

No rush, the tide’s still coming in so we’ve
got a while before we need to set off. Finally,
kitted up with lights and VHF the calmer
waves cameO Jen let’s launch you first, then
Claire, then I’ll go last says Mark. What a
gentleman. Remember the bit about slipway,
the sea wall and where the waves are
coming from? Not a problem. We can see
where we’re going, we know where the
hazards are, we’re in position, we’ve got the
boat pointing the right way BUT it’s 1 8 foot
long and the next wave made sure it didn’t
work! Launch, splash, whack, smack, wet
Jen. Broken foot Claire? No. Ok, so that
didn’t work. Not fancying our only escape
plan of landing at Woolacombe bay on big
waves in the dark should things go wrong
after we set off, we acted like the sensible
mature people we are and went for fish n
chips in Ilfracombe and the spent the night in
our various cars instead.

Take 2 Sunday morning :

No wind, the sun is shining and the sea
looked friendly. Boats loaded up again we
set off and very soon could see our
destination in the distance. Getting the right
angle to ferry glide on was crucial to ensure
you don’t miss the island. Was I glad we did
this in daylight after all! A few boats passed
us on the way and it was exciting to have
Manx Shearwaters circling around us as we
paddled. We stopped every half hour or so
to refuel or rather force ourselves to eat
something because the crossing made us all
pretty queasy.
Gradually we got closer and closer. It can’t
be far now, but calculations still showed 7 km
to paddle. Concentrate, you’re not going to
be sickO one stroke, two strokes. I’ve
paddled long distances plenty of times, but
this time 21 miles felt like 40. About 4h and
1 5 min after setting off we arrived at the
harbour in Lundy.

After lugging the boats up the beach and
stowing them away in a dark tunnel it was
time to haul our kit the long slog up the hill to
the campsite.
Tents pitched, tea brewed and grub in the
pub.
The next two days were spent walking the
length and breadth of the island, exploring,
chilling out and enjoying an impromptu
concert in the top of the lighthouse before
returing with our boats stored on the
foredeck of the Oldenburg ferry.

Pyranhafest 2012
Simon Knox

I can't do Friday evening, beer festival you
know. But if anyone fancies driving me up on
Saturday morning...
So Richard and I arrived at the big-T just before
midday on Saturday. Predictably the others
hadn't waited for us, but that was okay they
were planning on taking there time on the lower
Tryweryn. We reckoned if we paddled fast we'd
catch them pretty quickly.
Blue skies and bright sun meant shorty cags
were the order of the day and with a grin on our
face we quickly knocked off the second half of
the upper section and dashed off down the
lower in hot pursuit.
As predicted we soon caught up with the others
and spent the rest of the day enjoying multiple
descents of the upper and lower Tryweryn.
Saturday night was the big party night. A big
top, a bar and hog roast entertained us whilst
watching videos of the day's action on the river.
A talk on the first descent of the Yellow River in
China thrilled us until the DJ start to pump out
the tunes.

Sunday saw a pretty early start and some
playing around on the upper section.
Rather than run the Lower Tryweryn again we
decided to head off and catch the Dee on the
way home. This resulted in us getting stuck in
traffic for what seemed like hours, it was just as
well me made that early start!

Unfortunately it seems the days activities had
exhausted us more than expected. One by one
we sloped off to our tents, not one of us made it A relatively low level on the Dee was none the
to the end of the night.
less extremely entertaining and a fine finish to
the weekend.

The Tawe in Spate
Sandy Benchetrit

With the forecast for the weekend being a
continuous downpour of rain, on the Friday
night Chris, Rick, Iain and I decided paddling
would be the ideal weekend entertainment. A
few late night phone calls to Nick and Gerb and
we had our group for Saturday. The Tawe was
our river of choice as Iain and Rick had paddled
it many times before and we were unlikely to
have huge surges of water whilst still on it.
Saturday morning we found ourselves standing
outside the Gwyn Arms (the get in) at 11 am
chatting with the fisherman hating landlord
under the pouring rain. The worried landlord
attempted to discourage Iain and Rick from
taking a girl down the river as it was very high.
After Iain and Rick's mid-shuttle inspection,
Rick stated that “you'll probably be fine” with an
evil gleam in his eyes.
The get-in was suspiciously calm; however
once some sizeable tribs joined the river, I
suddenly understood the meaning of “in spate”.

The river was several times larger than the last
time I'd been on it, the water was boily, high
into the trees and there were barely any
eddies. Iain was leading, followed by Chris,
myself, Nick, Gerb and Rick. The fast water
flow combined with my nervous paddling had
me shooting past a calm looking Chris, and
briefly past Iain, who'd optimistically eddied out
before paddling frantically to overtake me
again. The next 20 minutes involved frantic
hand signalling from Iain ("Go where I point not where I go!") as he dropped into large holes
and
some determined paddling from myself to avoid
them. We finally found a largish eddy and piled
into it. Everyone was wide-eyed and grinning
from ear to ear. After some excited babbling we
were off again. The river was continuous and
mainly involved hole dodging and large boils.
We stopped again in the big eddy at the top of
the large slide to inspect. This is usually
followed by a channel and another slide,
however on the day it was one massive slide

with a 6 foot walled in hole at the end. After a the bend below yet another river-wide tree
(very brief!) inspection everyone decided to (Rick and Iain chose to put on between trees,
portage.
not wanting to miss the rapid. This involved a
bit of limboing under tree number three!). A
Shortly after we were above the waterfall, fourth river-wide tree 1 00m further on caused
which had halved in height, but doubled in an even more difficult portage and relaunch, we
width. After a group inspection, a calm Rick told were all glad to get back in our boats and onto
me “well you can run it, but if you swim there's a wider section of the river.
a huge tree downstream and you'll probably
drown. It's up to you really...”. I decided photo We all relaxed as we headed down to the finale
taking was more important. I watched as - a mini gorge. (We walked around the diagonal
everyone disappeared for several seconds weir just above it as the towback was the size
under the waterfall then popped back out (in of a house!). The river through the gorge was
Chris's case upside down). With Chris back fast, fun and continuous; unfortunately I
upright and me back in my boat we sneaked followed Chris into a hole. Chris escaped only
around the aforementioned huge tree and down to capsize straight after and I saw sky briefly
a huge wave train towards what Iain promised before landing upside down. Nick, being close
was the last difficult rapid. As we approached behind ploughed through the middle as Chris
he suddenly signalled for everyone to eddy out. and I rolled. Iain and Rick sat helpfully watching
As we did so we saw why – another tree was further down. Two minutes later we were at the
completely blocking the river. Getting the boats get-out, 5 hours after getting on.
and ourselves up onto the bank involved a bit
of rope work and a lot of mud! We put in around

Ragin' Rivers, Alpine Antics and Key Crises
Dave Surman

DAY ONE Logistics
If there was a prize for complex logistics this
trip would win it.
James left the UK early in a hired cargo van
complete with the group`s boats, camping
and kayaking equipment to grab a few days
French cycling before we arrived. Seth and
Snowy left in the Seth van on the Friday
night picking up Tom and Adam en route in
Kent. Myself and Henry, TomTom, Isaac,
Charlie, Nick and Tom M caught a flight to
Lyon the following day and hired a minibus at
the airport. James met us at the airport and
we drove to the Canoe Control campsite at
Fresinieres near Briancon in the Hautes
Alpes region.
We followed the well worn kayaker path to
the take away pizza hut in nearby
L'Argentière-la-Bessée, put tents up and
bedded down.

DAY TWO
“You know the back door of the van”
“Yes”
“I`ve just broken the key in it”
“AhO that could be a problem”
“Do we have a spare?”
“No”
“AhO that could be a problem too.”

And so it was the problem solving skills of the
team swung into action. Over breakfast we
pooled every creativity gene we could muster
to think of possible solutions whilst not letting
it deter from the paddling business of the day.
In the end we decided to shift the problem with
a phone call to the AA. They assured us that all
would be well and they would arrange for a
local garage to come out and assess what
needed to be done.
Luckily enough we were able to accommodate
all people and boats in the other two vehicles
and so were able to go off paddling for the day.
On our return we were told that the local
garage would come out early the next morning.
This they did and told us that the vehicle would
need to be towed to the Mercedes dealership
in Gap, some two hours away, where the key
would need to be programmed. Until they had
it in Gap they would be unable to say or do any
more. This seemed the only option available.

future should include this as a bare necessity!
And so it was, we kissed our vehicle “au revoir”
and went off to paddle for the second day.
We set off to run the Lower Guil an interesting
and very scenic whitewater warm up tributary
of the larger Durance. The river passes under
spectacular red cliffs with the ancient Mont
Dauphin Fort towering above.
After half an hour or so we met the confluence
with the wider Durance with some interesting
waves and features where we could practice
reading the river and making break outs.
Further down the river is probably the most
famous wave in French whitewater La Vague
du Rabioux. Shooting this is always an eye
opening , sometimes a mind blowing
experience. I had paddled it seven weeks
earlier when it felt like going down a ramp into
the Grand Canyon. Fortunately river levels
were more reasonable on this day but it was
still an exhilarating experience. There were a
couple of out of boat experiences. Very
conveniently there was a nice eddy to swim
into and we continued on the ever interesting
whitewater of what is known as the “ sunshine
run” to Embrun.

All this business was conducted in our
schoolboy French. From memory Monsieur
Smart`s French lessons had never included
such important questions as “Is there any way
we can get some back street keycutter to
bodge up a fake key without being ripped off We covered 25Km on the river. Not bad for a
by some expensive key programming Merc first day.
dealer?” I think all GCSE French courses in

“We can confirm the key is broken”
“Yes, we know that- it was in two halves!”
“It will cost €1 00 to programme a new one and will take at least 5
working days”
“But we have to leave in two days time”
“It has to be programmed and will take at least 5 working days”
“According to another local mechanic it should be possible to use
the existing two halves that will make a key that will work”
“It has to be programmed and will take at least 5 working days”
“Can you start work on it from today”
“We cannot start work on it until the garage has received
ownership docs”
“Is there not a way you can start work on it now and we can bring
you the docs?”
“It has to be programmed and it will take at least 5 working days...”

DAY THREE
The next morning we spent a couple of early
morning hours visiting alocal garage and
trying to sort out the key equivalent of a fiscal
cliff, to no avail. So what to do? Why go
paddling of course.
During the morning Tom and Adam did some
intensive training with the PYCCers on the
international slalom course at L'Argentière-laBessée. In the afternoon we went further up
the valley through the ski resort of Serre
Chevalier to run the Upper Guisane. This is a
beautiful narrow shallow tributary that starts
amongst alpine woodland and passes
through the picture postcard villages that
make up Serre Chevalier. The shallow nature
of the river means that upright is cool, most
people were. Upside down is uncool, unless
you do it with style that is. Some portaged
and some ran the harder staircase rapid,
whilst Charlie decided an out of boat
experience in the first eddy was in order,
which sharpened up our boat chasing skills
and earned him the most spectacular out of
boat experience award (okay so I guess
that’s cool).
We actually got back in time to barbecue.

DAY FOUR
This was to be the day we would go further
afield to the Ubaye Valley about an hour and
a half away. The Ubaye Racecourse section
is a beautiful wide river that even at low
levels is more challenging than the Durance
for the most part. Seven weeks ago it had
been at monster levels so I hadn`t got on.
Today it was perfect, the sun shone as we
boofed, rock spun and surfed our way down
finishing up with the spectacular sheer sided
Roman Bridge Gorge in time to get out
before the river funnels into the far scarier
Ubaye Gorge section which is best left for
another day.

DAY FIVE

fantastic value for a multi course feast and the
family who ran the restaurant were
Today was to be a Guil day. The Guil is exceptionally friendly. A perfect way to finish
probably one of the most well known the trip.
whitewater river producing all grades of white
water. Levels were considerably down on what But wait. We still hadn't solved the key problem
they had been which was great because it and we were leaving tomorrow morning.
meant that we could run one of the classic A plan was hatched. Myself and the PYCC
sections. It is a tributary of the Durance with a members along with Seth and Tom would
deep valley and a road running alongside. This depart for the airport at Lyon via Gap where we
means that access is relatively straightforward would deposit Seth and Tom who would hassle
although still often involves scrambling down the Mercedes dealer to get the key back and
steep banks with the aid of a rope.
try to get a back street key cutter to bodge up a
key. Myself and PYCCers would then continue
In the morning the whole group ran the section onto Lyon Airport where we would return the
below the road tunnel to the Maison du Roy hired minibus and deposit PYCCers on the
Lake. In the afternoon Henry and TomTom plane to be met at Gatwick by parents as
went back up the valley and ran the Triple Step previously arranged. If this was successful we
down with Tom, Adam, Seth and Snowy, would put into action:
James went cycling whilst I and the rest of the
team went on a wild goose chase looking for a Plan A—Tom phones me at airport. I make way
non existent Mercedes dealership in Briancon. by public transport to Geneva where I
overnight and meet Chyavan the next day as
A brilliant last day on one of the Alps` finest he flies into Geneva. The newly keyed up
whitewater rivers for all, even if it did end with Sethvan then meets us at the airport with
an abortive tour of every dodgy car remainder of Austria bound party.
dealer/garage in Briancon for some of us.
Plan B—If key cutting unsuccessful we abort
Another late afternoon return from the river Austria trip. I return to French campsite,
meant quick showers, and van packing for the Chyavan either joins us or does his own thing.
complicated logistics of departure at the crack We continue the battle with Merc dealer with
of dawn the next day.
the van in Gap and us two hours away with no
We went out for a fantastic meal in the local transport. Hmmm.
village restaurant in Fressinieres. It was

DAY SIX
Early morning start. We take in Gap and
Lyon Airport as planned. Within minutes of
arrival I receive a call from Tom. Success.
Plan A is on!! PYCCers are safely dispatched
through departures after a brilliant six days
and stage two of the adventure begins but
that`s another story!!

